How we use TEEP
to ensure challenge
in every lesson
Emma Cairns, head of arts and technology and
STEAM lead teacher, TKAT Bridgemary School
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Before starting to unpick the TEEP
learning cycle, existing lessons were
reviewed to identify the wording and
questions which formed much of the
communication about pupils’ learning
in a lesson. Utilising a recent lesson’s
PowerPoint for example, a TEEP PEEP,
or structured conversation with a TLC
partner, took place. In the TEEP PEEP,
where time is allocated to present
your ideas and thinking behind
the lesson plan, key words were
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This proved a challenge in its own

right for
staff –
digging deep
to recall their
own knowledge and
understanding of TEEP! The Inset
gave staff greater understanding of
challenge in the TEEP model and
how future planning could embrace
challenge in all aspects of the lesson.
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In one of the TLCs and department
Inset, the literature and resources for
each aspect of the TEEP pedagogical
framework was unpicked, to identify
the opportunities for challenge in
lessons.
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Following TEEP training in 2015, the
school has maintained fortnightly
teaching and learning community
meetings (TLCs), in which staff from
various subject areas come together
to discuss elements of pedagogical
practice. TLCs also undertake research
to ensure teaching and learning
methods support the school’s journey
towards ensuring all learners make
exceptional progress.
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Since becoming involved with TEEP
in 2015, Bridgemary become a
TEEP Ambassador School, inviting
neighbouring schools to see for
themselves the positive impact that
TEEP can have on teaching and
learning across a whole staff.
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rom reading Developing
great subject teaching
(Wellcome Feb 2018),
I realised that in considering the
effectiveness of CPD, we must strike
the balance between pedagogical
and subject specialist development.
For us at Bridgemary School, having
the SSAT Teacher Effectiveness
Enhancement Programme (TEEP)
framework helps us to structure our
subject-specific approach to teaching
and learning.
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highlighted
which could be
matched to Anderson’s
taxonomy (aka Bloom’s revised
taxonomy). Teachers then had to
justify why these words were used
and how the lesson allowed challenge
to occur. As a body of staff, it was
insightful to see the words that were
being used and physically seeing them
laid on the TEEP thinking posters,
which are arranged in order of the
taxonomy.
On reflection, some staff realised
that the questions they posed at the
beginning of the lesson could have
been reworded to allow for greater
challenge. For others, objectives
could have been set to encourage
higher order thinking skills. For some,

The TEEP Learnin
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High quality assessment
for
learning should complemen
t
and enhance the
second phase
of the cycle ‘Agree
Learning
Outcomes’.
Teach students how
to
talk about how they
learn
(metacognition).
Being
about how they have explicit
learned
something is as important
what they have learned. as
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Example TEEP resources

Department groups then reviewed
the TEEP learning cycle and how it
applied to individual subjects. It was
important to translate the pedagogical
model to subjects to answer these
questions:
1. How can each section of the TEEP
learning cycle provide challenge
in relation to our subject-specific
expertise and the information
presented?
2. What would we expect to see in
this section of the TEEP cycle
as a team? ‘Go-to’ activities
are activities/resources most
commonly used to help students
understand the methods (learning
process) being used in the
particular subject.
3. What is your department promise?
From the information presented,
how will the department ensure

challenge is embedded in future
lessons for each part of the TEEP
learning cycle?
Our implementation of TEEP was
never about reinventing the wheel
or creating new resources. But an
investment of structured time,
in a secure environment, around
colleagues to challenge their own
understanding of the pedagogical
model. By reflecting on their own
lessons and creating opportunities
where challenge can drive outcomes,
the levels of challenge for pupils were
improved, without added workload.
Increased challenge without
burden
Using an existing resource from TEEP
training, staff were asked to challenge
their own thinking in creating ways
where the task presented could be
pitched at a higher level, allowing
challenge and deeper thinking to take
place. The resource selected was in the
form of learning index cards, showing
various teaching techniques. In
departments, staff were firstly asked
to pick a card.
Having undertaken the activity, they
then considered how challenge could
be added/embedded into it.
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• Were students made to grapple
over their knowledge and
understanding?

Create
Compose

Evaluating

Remembering

• Did the planned activity really
allow students to be challenged?

Verify

Justify

List

the realisation that an extension
activity may appear to add challenge
to the lesson, but may not achieve
this objective, enabled teachers to
consider some key questions:

Learners may find
themselves
answering an exam
question, or
an online quiz, but
they might
just as well find themselves
preparing questions
for
others, recording
a podcast
or presenting a TV
show;
demonstrating their
learning in
many ways.
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Analyse Dissect Tell
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Students are actively
learning,
taking the time and
opportunity
to develop understandi
ng of the
new information,
which
involve them making may
mistakes.
Learners should be
encouraged
to ask questions and
research
the answers for themselves,
working towards building
a
personal understandi
ng of what
they have been presented
with.
Activities may be
individual or
collaborative, should
appeal to
multiple intelligences
, enable
high order thinking
and offer
choice and variety.
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Learners are given
the
opportunity to show
that they
really do understand
what they
have been learning
by applying
it. Teachers must
design
activities in which
learners apply
their new understandi
ng
a different or unfamiliar within
context,
assessed by either
self, peers or
the teacher.
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Feedback from this activity was
recorded on an individual assignment
sheet. Staff can share the chosen
activity in their TLC and with their
departments.
All the individual assignments are to
be collated over the coming weeks,
before being compiled to publish a
‘bright spot’ book. The bright spot
books showcase various teaching
techniques and include a review
by staff, resources to be used with
pupils, and in this case additional
opportunities for challenge.
Staff also have an opportunity
to contribute their individual
assignments in the staff room before
we publish our third bright spot
book. The ‘staff shout out’ board is an
opportunity to showcase teaching and
learning best practice, and is where
teachers share resources which have
been reviewed to ensure challenge
can be evident in each segment of the
TEEP model.
Using Anderson’s taxonomy to pitch
activities from different perspectives
now enables our teachers to ensure
they are planning for challenge.
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Review can and should
happen
at any stage of the
cycle and
not just at the end.
In the debrief, discuss
whether
the learning outcomes
have
been achieved and
how we
know.

Investigate

Classify

State clearly what
the students
will have learned
by the end of
the lesson.
Share the criteria
against which
student work will
be assessed
and provide opportunitie
s for
students to discuss
and add
them, by asking questions to
for
example.

Present New
Information
Captivate and motivate
learner using a variety the
of multisensory strategies
such as:
» using posters
» video
» music
» guests
» other learners
» the environmen
t
» animations
» the internet
» a demonstration
» books or stories
Stimulate the class
into
seeking further learning actively
experiences throughout
the
course of the lesson.
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Intellectual: relevant
rigorous
curriculum content,
the big
picture, entry work,
connecting
to prior learning, hooking,
cueing-in to prior
experience.
Social/emotional:
inviting,
use of routines, enthusiasm
for learning, trust,
willingness
to take risks, praise
and
encouragement, variety
of
groupings.

Review

The TEEP Learning
Cycle
purposeful and stimulatin is used by teachers as a guide to plan
relevant,
g lessons. Teachers
of these elements
can be confident
is considered during
that if each
planning, then the
lessons will be more
lesson or series
likely to actively engage
students in their learning. of
By definition the cycle
does not mean that
linear, rather it is
each element is discrete
intended to provide
or
the basis for a strategic
sequence of activity
and cohesive
that will enhance
the students’ learning.
that teachers will
move back and forth
It is expected
using
determine what is
best to meet the needs the cycle flexibly as they
of their students.

Contrast

Agree Learning
Outcomes
Make the content,
skills and
thinking explicit, discussing
what and how students
be learning, revisiting will
these
outcomes at key points
in the
lessons.
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Prepare for
Learning
Physical: classroom
arrangements, learning
resources, classroom
displays
to support learning
process,
environment.
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